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 
Abstract—We report for the first time the experimental 
demonstration of doubly-differential quadrature-phase shift 
keying (DDQPSK) using optical coherent detection. This method 
is more robust against high frequency offsets (FO) than 
conventional single differential quadrature phase shift keying 
(SDQPSK) with offset compensation. DDQPSK is shown to be 
able to compensate large FOs (up to the baud rate) and has lower 
computational requirements than other FO compensation 
methods. DDQPSK is a simple algorithm to implement in a real-
time decoder for optical burst switched network scenarios. 
Simulation results are also provided which show good agreement 
with experimental results for both SDQPSK and DDQPSK 
transmission. 
 
Index Terms—Phase modulation, burst switching, optical fiber 
communication. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
HERE is a continuing demand for increased bandwidth for 
optical internet applications [1]. One approach to 
increasing throughput in the network is to use optical burst 
switching (OBS)/optical packet switching (OPS) and coherent 
transmission. OBS and OPS networks have the advantage of 
removing expensive optical-electronic-optical conversions [2], 
[3] and also of improving utilization of wavelength division 
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multiplexing networks through statistical multiplexing and 
sub-wavelength grooming [4]. Typically, OBS is implemented 
using fast switching tunable lasers which often exhibit large 
time-varying instantaneous frequencies especially directly after 
a switching event [5]. Coherent transmission requires the use 
of a coherent optical receiver, a local oscillator (LO) and 
digital signal processing (DSP) to compensate for system 
impairments such as frequency offset (FO) [6] and chromatic 
dispersion [7]. Thus, a robust system for dealing with FO 
between the tunable laser transmitter and the LO at the 
coherent receiver needs to be employed in OBS systems with 
coherent transmission. 
There are many techniques used in DSP for FO 
compensation (usually combined with phase estimation). One 
algorithm that allows FO compensation of a modulated carrier 
is the m
th
 power scheme [8]. The received complex signal is 
raised to the power of m to give an indication of the carrier 
phase and estimates the phase drift (and consequently the FO) 
by comparing the result with the previous estimate (by 
complex conjugation and multiplication), where m is the 
number of constellation points for M-ary phase shift keying. 
This method can compensate FOs up to a maximum of ±(Baud 
Rate)/(2m) [6], e.g. 1.25 GHz FO compensation can be 
achieved for a 10 GBaud quadrature phase shift keying 
(QPSK) system. Another estimation technique called “pre-
decision-based angle differential estimator” can theoretically 
compensate for FOs up to ± (Baud Rate)/2, but this algorithm 
was demonstrated up to only 5 GHz for 43 Gbit/s return-to-
zero QPSK [6]. It should be noted that the FO (between 
tunable transmitter and LO at the receiver) after the tunable 
laser switches from its previous wavelength to a new channel, 
will initially be large, and will then reduce as the laser settles 
to its target channel. By increasing the range of the FO 
compensation it becomes possible to successfully transmit data 
sooner after the switching event and enhance bandwidth 
utilization in an OBS system. 
Doubly differential phase shift keying (DDPSK) [9], 
previously designed for satellite communications, is 
theoretically capable of cancelling high FOs in the noise free 
case. Doubly differential quadrature phase shift keying 
(DDQPSK) was also simulated in the optical domain in [10] 
where additional phase noise compensation methods were 
explored. In this paper, DDQPSK is experimentally 
demonstrated in the optical domain for the first time, to the 
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best of our knowledge. Comparisons between the performance 
of single differential quadrature phase shift keying (SDQPSK) 
and DDQPSK in simulation and experiment will show that 
DDQPSK has a much larger FO range than other FO 
compensation methods demonstrated in the optical domain, 
with a FO tolerance range approaching the baud rate. (Note the 
SDQPSK acronym is used instead of the usual DQPSK for the 
purpose of clarity.)  It has a much lower computational cost 
than the m
th
 power operation which is important for real time 
implementations. Finally, this DDQPSK demonstration will 
show that DDQPSK is a suitable candidate format to deal with 
the large FO values expected in optical burst scenarios and to 
allow decoding of data sooner after a switching event as the 
tuning laser will enter DDQPSK’s FO tolerance range faster. 
 
II. THEORY 
DDQPSK works on the premise that FOs can be removed by 
performing the differential operation twice on the received 
phase. The encoding and decoding processes for DDQPSK are 
shown in Figs 1 (a) and 1 (b) [9] respectively. 
 
 
Fig. 1. DDQPSK (a) encoding and (b) decoding [9]. 
 
The original data bits, d(n) are translated to phase data, 
θdata(k), using a rotated QPSK Gray coding map, where n and k 
are the indices of the data and phase, respectively. Doubly 
differential encoding is then applied to the phase data using 
equation (1) below [9]: 
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where θDDE(k) is the doubly differential encoded phase. 
Note in Fig 1 (a) that θSDE(k) is the single differential encoded 
phase. Then, the encoded phase is rotated by π/4 so that it can 
be mapped using Gray coding back into data bits where the 
data modulates the transmitter using an IQ modulator (the odd 
bits were used for I, and even bits for Q). At the receiver, a 
coherent receiver determines the phase of the beat signal 
between the LO and the received signal, θrec(i), where i is the 
index of the received phase. This received phase then 
undergoes a simple decoding equation given in (2) below: 
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where Δ2θrec(i) is the doubly differential phase. The decoded 
phase, θdecoded(i), is chosen as the closest value to the doubly 
differential phase, where θdecoded(i) is an element of {0, π/2, π, 
3π/2}. Then, the decoded phase is rotated by π/4 and is then 
mapped using Gray coding in order to determine the decoded 
data, d’(n1), which is expected to be the same as the original 
data, d(n), where n1 is the index of the decoded data.  
As shown in [9], in the noise free case, doubly differential 
decoding completely cancels out the FO and is insensitive to 
the initial phase of the detected signal at the receiver. If the 
input phase into equation (2), )(trec , is composed of phase 
data )(tencoded , a FO term, w , and an initial phase term, 0 ,  
i.e. 0)()(   wttt encodedrec , then equation (2) becomes: 
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From (4) it can be seen that the doubly differential operation 
fully removes any FO and initial phase in the noise free case 
and just leaves the encoded phase terms as required. Hence, 
doubly differential decoding is completely independent of FO 
and initial phase offset! In the noise free case, it is clear that 
the main limiting factor of the FO compensation range is the 
bandwidth of the electronics. Note that it has been shown that 
doubly differential binary phase shift keying has some 
performance degradation as FO increases when additive white 
Gaussian noise is present [9]. Simulations of DDQPSK show 
similar degradation but this is insignificant when compared 
with the effects of the electronic bandwidth. Note that although 
DDQPSK can deal with very large FOs, very large and fast 
variations in FO may be problematic. The extent to which this 
will affect our system is not yet precisely known and we will 
study the precise performance limits of DDQPSK in the 
presence of such time-varying FOs in future work. 
Shown in Figs 2 and 3 below are the m-th power FO 
compensation and the mth power phase estimation algorithms 
respectively used as part of the SDQPSK demodulation [8]. 
The FO compensation algorithm multiplies the input field by 
its delayed complex conjugate, gets the m-th power of this, 
averages this value, divides the phase of the result by 4, 
accumulates the resulting values and uses the output of the 
accumulator to remove the FO from the input field. The m-th 
power phase estimation averages the m-th power of the input 
field, averages this value and divides the phase of these 
averages by 4, unwraps the result and removes the unwrapped 
phase from the input field. 
 
 
Fig. 2. M-th power FO compensation for SDQPSK [8]. 
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Fig. 3. M-th power phase estimation for SDQPSK [8]. 
 
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
Simulations and experiments were performed to investigate the 
performance of DDQPSK and to compare it to SDQPSK using 
the setup shown in Fig. 4 below. In simulation, fixed frequency 
lasers were used for the transmitter and LO whilst tunable low 
linewidth external cavity lasers (ECLs) were used in the 
experiment. In all cases the data transmitted was first 
generated in MATLAB commencing with a 2
7
 -1 pseudo-
random bit sequence (with a zero appended to the end as the 
pattern generator (PG) required patterns of particular lengths). 
The data was then encoded for either SDQPSK using the 
encoding scheme described in [8] or DDQPSK [9] 
transmission. The data signals were then uploaded to the VPI 
TransmissionMaker V8.7 or PG as appropriate where the data 
signals were used to drive an IQ modulator to modulate the 
transmitting laser. The optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR) 
was adjusted using a variable optical attenuator (VOA), a dual 
stage optical amplifier (implemented using erbium-doped fiber 
amplifiers (EDFAs)) and two optical band pass filters (OBPFs) 
and monitored by an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) with a 
resolution bandwidth of 0.14nm in the experiment. This 
bandwidth resolution was corrected to measure the OSNR in 
0.1nm bandwidth using signal processing. The eye diagram 
was observed from a 90% tap using a 50 GHz photodiode 
(PD) and an oscilloscope which enabled the IQ modulator bias 
points to be optimized. The other 10% tap was sent to the 
polarization-diverse coherent receiver to determine the phase 
of the received signal. In simulation, the thermal noise of the 
photodiodes was set to HzpA /40 . A polarization controller 
(PC) was used to align the polarization of the LO with that of 
the transmitter. The frequency of the LO was varied between 
simulations in order to vary the static FO. In the experiment, 
only a single polarization channel was recorded by a 50 GS/s 
real time scope with an analogue bandwidth of 16 GHz. This 
real time scope was triggered by the PG (triggered with the 
same period as that of the pattern programmed into the PG). 
The symbol rate was 10 Gbaud. In the experiment, the 
recorded length was 2 µs with 4102  symbols ( 4104  data 
bits), with the lowest measureable bit error rate (BER) being 
5105.2  . The simulations used a similar setup and the OSNR 
was measured using a resolution bandwidth of 0.1nm and 
32768 symbols were simulated and a constant 5 samples per 
symbol was maintained, giving 4106.6   data bits, with the 
lowest measureable BER being 51053.1  . The electrical 
bandwidth of the receiver in the simulation was set to be 
16GHz with a Butterworth filter shape to best match 
experimental conditions. 
 
 
Fig. 4.  Schematic diagram of the optical setup used for simulations and 
experiments. 
 
The DSP was undertaken in MATLAB. For each data set, 
the electrical signal was down sampled to 10 GS/s. For 
SDQPSK only, the m
th
 power operation was used for FO 
compensation and phase estimation [8]. For symbol decoding, 
a single differential operation was used for SDQPSK and a 
double differential operation was used for DDQPSK 
(essentially (2) above). Decoding was followed by BER 
calculation via error counting and sampling phase 
optimization. This offline DSP process was repeated for 
different OSNR values and for different FOs. 
 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Fig. 5 shows BER versus OSNR for different FOs in 
simulation and experiment for (a) SDQPSK and (b) DDQPSK. 
It can be seen that simulation and experiment match quite well 
for SDQPSK and for DDQPSK. Fig. 6 shows the required 
OSNR for BER of 10
-3
 versus FO, for simulation and 
experiment with SDQPSK and DDQPSK. The required OSNR 
was determined from the data presented in Fig. 5 with the aid 
of a linear fit of Log[-Log[BER]] versus OSNR in dB (Note 
that OSNRs less than 39 dB were used for this fit). The power 
penalty at zero FO associated with DDQPSK when compared 
to SDQPSK was approximately 10.5 dB in simulation and a 
penalty of 10.6 dB in experiment (at BER of 10
-3
). It is clear 
from both Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 6 that SDQPSK failed when the 
FO was larger than 1.25 GHz which was expected as discussed 
in section I. However, DDQPSK could produce BERs of less 
than 10
-3
 for FOs up to 10 GHz in experiment as seen in Figs 
5(b) and 6. It can be seen that, from both the simulated and 
experimental DDQPSK results, the required OSNR for a BER 
of 10
-3
 was less than 30 dB for FOs of 7 GHz and below. It 
was found from additional simulations that the performance of 
DDQPSK at high FOs was mainly affected by the electronic 
bandwidth of the receiver. Hence, it is envisaged that a larger 
scope bandwidth would allow for larger FOs.  
Another important consideration is that the power penalties 
seen in simulation and experiment of 10.5dB and 10.6dB 
respectively at 0 GHz is much larger than the expected 
theoretical value of 4.77dB  (The square modulus of the filter 
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in equation (1) is 6, which for an input noise variance 2n  will 
give an output noise variance of 26 n  [11], while for SDQPSK 
it will be 22 n  [11], meaning the expected penalty in the 
resulting noise will be 10*log10( 26 n /
22 n )=4.77dB). 
Simulations at 0GHz FO show that removing the DSP used for 
SDQPSK does not reduce this discrepancy and, hence, it 
appears that the DSP is not a factor which contributes to this 
discrepancy as one might expect. 
 
 
Fig. 5.  BER versus OSNR for different FOs for simulated and experimental 
(a) SDQPSK and (b) DDQPSK. Filled points indicate simulation data and 
empty points indicate experimental data. 
 
 
Fig. 6.  OSNR required for BER=10-3 versus FO, where the black line 
indicates the SDQPSK limit. Filled points indicate DDQPSK data and empty 
points indicate SDQPSK data. 
 
The source of the discrepancy in the simulation is thermal 
noise in the photodiodes which results in an increased power 
penalty and the emergence of a noise floor. Simulations 
confirm that when thermal noise is set to zero at 0GHz FO, the 
power penalty for DDQPSK is almost at the theoretical 4.77 
dB. As OSNR values become large and ASE noise power 
becomes lower, the thermal noise will overshadow the ASE 
noise. This will cause the effective OSNR values to be larger 
than the measured OSNR values as the ASE noise is 
decreased. This overestimation of the OSNR values is worse 
for higher OSNR values since the constant thermal noise will 
tend to overshadow the decreasing ASE noise. Hence, 
DDQPSK, which from the theory has higher OSNR 
requirements than SDQPSK, will have its OSNR requirements 
overestimated to a greater extent than SDQPSK. This is the 
source of the power penalty. In addition, the presence of high 
thermal noise will lead to an upper limit in the effective OSNR 
values, which leads to an error floor as observed in simulation 
and experiment. With regard to the experimental results, 
thermal noise is a possible source for this power penalty and 
the noise floor. Note that some additional DSP as suggested in 
[10] can reduce the power penalty associated with DDQPSK 
and improve performance. 
 
V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have reported the first experimental 
implementation of DDQPSK in the optical domain. It is clear 
that DDQPSK has superior performance to SDQPSK with m
th
 
power operation estimation for FOs in excess of 1.25GHz. 
This larger frequency range makes DDQPSK more suitable for 
OBS systems using coherent transmission with fast switching 
tunable laser transmitters. This is due to the fact that as the 
transmitting laser’s frequency settles to a value close to the 
LO’s frequency, it will be able to reach BERs of 10-3 faster 
than other systems. In addition, DDQPSK has lower 
computation requirements than SDQPSK with m
th
 power 
operation which indicates that DDQPSK would be easier to 
implement in real-time for OBS network scenarios. 
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